Hi Tony,

As you may have heard, Atlas did not take part in the WHTF meeting on Friday, and the Great Barrington Declaration did not come up. I can’t speak for what happened at the Doctor’s call, however, since I am not invited to those (not complaining).

Francis

Deb:

I had mentioned to you previously that I would be out of action this morning and therefore would miss the Doctor’s call and the Task Force meeting. And so, just a heads-up. Over the past week I have come out very strongly publicly against the “Great Barrington Declaration”. See this GMA link at time 4:20 -

https://gma.abc/37aXlbp

Atlas will likely say that there is no such thing as post-COVID-19 syndromes, which is ridiculous. He will also say that the sub-clinical cardiac MRI findings are nonsense. These clearly need further investigation. The NIH is holding a workshop on these subjects in December. This is all part of his theme that infections do not bother healthy people. I will try to connect with you later today or over the weekend. Thanks.
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